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The comprehensive range of Swing Check Valves from IPC can beThe comprehensive range of Swing Check Valves from IPC can be
installed in horizontal as well as vertical lines. The Swing Check Valve,installed in horizontal as well as vertical lines. The Swing Check Valve,
like all Check Valves, is used to prevent back flow in the line. Thelike all Check Valves, is used to prevent back flow in the line. The
resultant pressure drop is minimal.resultant pressure drop is minimal.

As the pressure below the disc increases it raises up from the seat toAs the pressure below the disc increases it raises up from the seat to
allow the flow. The valve closes with a drop in pressure on the inletallow the flow. The valve closes with a drop in pressure on the inlet
side and a build up of pressure on the outlet side. The disc is held inside and a build up of pressure on the outlet side. The disc is held in
closed position owing to the back pressure in the line.closed position owing to the back pressure in the line.
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IPC is leading manufacturer of IPC is leading manufacturer of GateGate, , GlobeGlobe &  & CheckCheck valves. Integral valves. Integral
Process Controls was founded in 2001 with and objective to solve twoProcess Controls was founded in 2001 with and objective to solve two
key pain points for the customers. First, was to reduce the valvekey pain points for the customers. First, was to reduce the valve
delivery time, significantly, to meet the aggressive demand timelinesdelivery time, significantly, to meet the aggressive demand timelines
of the clients. Secondly, we sensed a need to meet the huge andof the clients. Secondly, we sensed a need to meet the huge and
largely unmet need for assured supply of quality valve and valvelargely unmet need for assured supply of quality valve and valve
automation solutions of the customers. automation solutions of the customers. 

  

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/integral-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/integral-
process-controls-india-17390process-controls-india-17390
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